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ABSTRACT
Aim & Hypothesis: In order to fabricate passively fitting implant prosthesis, the master cast
utilized for prosthesis fabrication must be accurate. The aim of this in vitro study was to
compare the three-dimensional (3-D) accuracy of printed implant casts generated from digital
impressions with two intraoral scanners (CEREC Omnicam and 3M True Definition) vs
conventional stone casts fabricated by splinted open tray technique in a partially edentulous
scenario. The hypothesis was that printed casts from digital impressions would be more
accurate than stone casts from conventional impressions.

Materials & Methods: A polymethylmethacrylate partially edentulous mandibular cast was
fabricated using two internal connection tissue-level implants (Replace Select RP, Nobel
Biocare). The two implants were not parallel to each other; one implant was parallel to the
long axis of teeth in the arch while the other was positioned in 30 degrees angle. This cast
was duplicated with polyether impression material in splinted open tray technique to produce
a master cast that would serve as control. Digital impressions (n=10) were taken after
connecting scan bodies with two intraoral scanners (CEREC Omnicam and 3M True
Definition). Standard tessellation language (STL) datasets from the groups were used to print
casts and implant analogs were retrofitted into the casts (Vareso, BEGO). The stone casts of
the conventional impression group (n=10) were produced with the splinted open tray
impression technique. Master cast, conventional stone casts and printed casts were digitized
with an extraoral high resolution reference scanner (Activity 880scanner, Smart Optics,
Bochum, Germany). STL datasets from the three groups were superimposed with the STL
dataset of the master cast in inspection software (Geomagic control 2015) to calculate the 3D
deviation as Root Mean Square error.
Results: The conventional cast group had the lowest mean value (53.49 ± 9.47µm), followed
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by the Omnicam cast group as the second lowest mean value (108.09 ± 9.59µm). The True
Definition cast group had the highest mean value (120.39 ± 5.91µm). The Shapiro-Wilk test
showed no evidence of non-normality (p > 0.05 for each group) and the Levene’s test showed
no evidence of heterogeneity of variance (p = 0.518). The one-way ANOVA demonstrated a
statistically significant difference (p < 0.001). Tukey’s HSD showed statistically significant
differences between all groups: for the comparison of True Definition and Omnicam, the pvalue was 0.009, and the p-values of the other post-hoc tests were < 0.001.

Conclusion: Within the limitations of this in vitro study, printed casts generated from digital
impressions with 2 IOS systems have inferior accuracy to conventional stone casts fabricated
from splinted open tray impressions. The printed casts from Omnicam had better accuracy
when compared to printed casts from True Definition.
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Comparative In Vitro Study on the Accuracy of Stone Casts from
Conventional Implant Impressions Versus Printed Casts Generated from
Digital Implant Impressions

Introduction
The use of digital technology in fixed and implant prosthodontics is becoming
increasingly popular.1 Digital technology offers many advantages, including the standardization
of the prosthesis fabrication process and a reduction in production cost.1 Another advantage of
digital technology is the ability to fabricate crowns, inlays, onlays, and veneers in a single
appointment.1 Digital technology allows the fabrication of surgical guides that facilitate
prosthodontic-driven implant placement, and produce working casts that allow insertion of the
prosthesis immediately after implant placement.2-4 It also provides alternatives to the
conventional stone casts by printing/milling casts and, therefore may eliminate the dimensional
changes due to the expansion of the stone.5
Achieving passive fit is important for the long-term success of implant supported
prostheses.6,7 Passive fit is yet to be clearly defined by clinical criteria; however, a prosthesis is
generally considered to have clinically passive fit if it does not produce static load or strain.6
Some researchers have developed methods of measuring the framework misfit to quantify the
acceptable range of passive fit. However, a general consensus on the acceptable degree of
implant prosthesis misfit is yet to be reached.8,9 Clinical studies have reported that the identified
acceptable range between the implant platform and prosthesis varies from 59 µm to 150 µm. 1012

Clinical methods that are in use for assessing the passive fit of a prosthesis are finger
pressure, visual inspection, single screw (Sheffield) test, screw resistance test, and
radiographs.6,8 The finger pressure technique involves intermittently applying pressure to the
terminal abutment of the prosthesis to check for movement around the fulcrum point.8 If the
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prosthesis rocks and its margins are supragingival, bubbles will form around the prosthesis
implant interface due to saliva movement.8 Another technique that has been described in the
literature is visual inspection; however, this method is limited to the supragingival implant
prosthesis interface. This type of assessment has proven to be greatly variable as the range of
acceptance varies from 30 to 120 microns. The use of radiographs has been suggested as a
means of assessing the fit of a prosthesis when the margins are subgingival. For this method to
be used effectively, it is important that the film is positioned as perpendicular as possible to the
implant prosthesis interface so that any gaps can be accurately measured. Alternatively,
clinicians can assess the fit of the prosthesis by performing the single screw (Sheffield) test,
which involves tightening one screw to the terminal abutment of the prosthesis. This will have
the effect of lifting the framework if any vertical discrepancy is present. However, horizontal
discrepancy cannot be detected using this approach and this method has lower sensitivity with
false negative findings. Jemt and Lie proposed the use of the screw resistance test to assess the
fit of a prosthesis.13 This technique includes tightening all the prosthetic screws in the screwretained prosthesis with different tightening sequence, then assessing the number of turns of the
screwdriver that were required to achieve 15Ncm. If more than half a turn of the screwdriver is
required, this is an indication of framework misfit. 6,8
Other researchers have investigated the factors that could lead to misfit for the implant
prosthesis. These factors were classified as implant impression, master cast fabrication, and
superstructure fabrication related factors.6

Implant Impression-Related Factors
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Implant impressions need to be produced with a high level of accuracy, and many
researchers have focused on identifying the methods by which this accuracy can be enhanced.
A number of factors are believed to impact the accuracy of the master cast. These include the
type of impression material used, impression coping system, splinting impression copings,
implant angulation, and implant versus abutment-level impression.6,14,15
Different types of impression materials are available for producing implant
impressions.16-18 To be effective, an impression material must have dimensional stability. The
factors that can undermine this stability include the production of by-product, exposure to
moisture, contraction, or shrinkage.6,19 Manufacturers have concentrated on improving many of
the properties of polyether and addition cure silicones to achieve high dimensional stability,
high accuracy, and relative stability.16,18 These material properties ensure a more accurate
transfer of the 3-D implant position from the patient’s mouth to the master cast.15-17,20 A number
of research studies have assessed and compared the accuracy of the final impression produced
by custom-fabricated trays versus stock trays. The results revealed that custom trays produce
more accurate final impressions than stock trays due to the uniform controlled thickness of the
impression materials within the custom tray. 6
Studies have discussed the use of different systems of impression copings as a
contributing factor to impression accuracy.6,21 The majority of these studies have concluded that
open tray (direct) implant impression technique is more accurate than the closed tray (indirect)
approach.14,22-24 An in vitro study reported that closed tray (indirect) implant impressions offer
better accuracy than open-tray (direct) implant impression technique. A third study found no
statistically significant difference between the two approaches.25
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In order to improve the accuracy of implant impression, splinting of the impression
copings was first proposed by Branemark.6 Different methods and materials have been utilized
in the literature to splint impression copings; auto-polymerizing acrylic resin is commonly
used.26 A major disadvantage associated with auto-polymerizing acrylic resin is its poor
dimensional stability. It has been reported that within the first 24 hours, the auto-polymerizing
acrylic resin will shrink by 7.9%, and 80% of this shrinkage occurs during the first 17 minutes.6
Other authors reported better accuracy in implant impressions when utilizing light polymerizing
acrylic resin for splinting implant impression copings.26 Another possible source of inaccuracy
as a result of splinting the impression copings is that internal stress could be released after the
impression is taken and this could result in a discrepancy in the position of the transferred
implant.
To eliminate the effect of shrinkage and internal stress, researchers have proposed
multiple steps starting with prefabricating the auto-polymerizing acrylic resin bars at least 17
minutes before the appointment. Secondly, the volume of auto-polymerizing acrylic resin used
should be minimized by fabricating it in molds. Lastly, the splinting resin bars should be
sectioned with thin disks and joined again with the minimum amount of required material.27
The literature that has investigated the effect of splinting or not splinting impression
copings on impression accuracy has favored splinting. The majority of authors have observed
better impression accuracy when splinting is used than that achieved when it is not.15,28,29,29 In
terms of the most recent scientific evidence, a systematic review by Papaspyridakos et al.
concluded that open tray splinted impressions have better accuracy vs closed tray or nonsplinted impressions for partially and fully edentulous patients. 29
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Multiple authors have identified the effect implant parallelism has on the accuracy of
final impression. They concluded that increasing the implant angulation more than 15 to 20
degrees can reduce the accuracy of the transferred implant position in the master cast.18,29 Other
investigators have identified the number of implants as a factor that is inversely related to
impression accuracy.6,30

Master Cast-Related Factors
Fabrication of an accurate implant master cast reduces the possibility of framework
misfit, which may have deleterious effect on the prognosis of the final prosthesis.31 In a
retrospective study, the authors investigated the effect of using verification jig on the fit of nonsegmented implant prostheses.32 The results were statistically significant in favor of the
utilization of a verification jig, and its use achieved 100% passive fit in the investigated
sample.32 Papaspyridakos et al. investigated the effect of implant angulation and the use of
various materials for the fabrication of an implant verification jig on the master cast.33 The
authors reported that various materials that were used for verification jig fabrication yielded
similar results.33 Angulating implants more than 20 degrees introduced a 3-D discrepancy,
which was difficult to correct. The authors advised that the angle between the implants in one
arch should be limited to not more than 20 degrees to achieve a passive fit.33
Other authors investigated the possibility of producing more accurate implant master
casts with the aid of photogrammetry.34,35 In a pilot study, the authors utilized photogrammetry
to record the implant position and mill titanium substructure accordingly. They concluded that
this technique might be a valuable tool by which clinicians can achieve a better framework fit.
Other authors reported using this technology to accurately register the implant position at the
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time of implant placement and utilize it for provisional restoration fabrication.36 In a recent
randomized controlled pilot clinical trial the authors compared the use of stereophotogrammetry
to conventional impression in terms of patients and clinicians satisfaction as well as the clinical
time. They also evaluated implant survival, success and bone level around implants in both
groups. Their results showed improved satisfaction level for patients and clinicians when
sterophotogrammetry was used. Additionally, this method reduced the required clinical time
compared to the conventional method. In terms of implant survival, success and bone level
around the implants no statistical difference was noted.37

Superstructure Fabrication Factors
Another major source of a mis-fitted of implant framework is the production process
used to fabricate the prosthesis.6 Traditionally, an implant framework was produced using the
lost wax technique, which introduced casting distortion and resulted in misfit, requiring
sectioning and soldering in order to achieve clinical fit.38 Multiple longitudinal studies
associated the framework misfit with various technical/mechanical complications such as screw
loosening, screw fracture, abutment or implant fracture. As a result of the introduction of
CAD/CAM technology, practitioners have been able to produce an implant prosthesis
superstructure that achieves less distortion and a better fit to the master cast.39,40 Hence, the
importance of fabricating an accurate master cast is incumbent.

Digital Impressions
As of 2014, there was a paucity of studies comparing digital vs conventional implant
impressions and a systematic review indicated the need for more studies that compare the
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accuracy of conventional and digital impressions.30 Since then, there is a constant increase of
published data on the accuracy of digital impressions with intra oral scanner (IOSs) systems,
and the results seem promising.
An important aspect of digital dentistry is the possible elimination of the limitations that
are associated with conventional impression systems such as patient discomfort and length of
appointment. In a pilot in vitro study, the authors compared the efficacy of the use of a digital
impression versus a conventional impression to restore a single implant. They concluded that
the digital impressions were more efficient in terms of the total treatment time.41 Their results
demonstrated that digital impressions make it possible to perform additional rescans without the
need to repeat the entire impression and that it is easier for non-experienced operators to take
the impression.41 Other authors have investigated the time needed as well as the patient
preference, comparing analog versus digital implant impressions.42 According to their results,
patients demonstrated a higher acceptance of digital implant impression due to comfort.42
However, in this study, the conventional impression was found to be more time effective.42
Another study examined three variables that might alter the quality of digital implant
impressions: scanning experience, the implant angulation, and the depth of implants.43 They
concluded that the clinician’s experience had more impact on the accuracy of the digital implant
impression than the implant angulation and the depth of the implants.43
In regards to digital vs conventional implant impressions for partially edentulous
patients several studies discussed the difference in impression accuracy. In an in vitro study,
Karl et al. compared the passivity of fit of fixed dental prosthesis supported by two implants
between conventional vs digital workflow. They scanned the master cast ten times with Lava
C.O.S. IOS and produced ten 3-units zirconia FDPs as well as ten stereolithographic casts. The
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conventional group was produced by taking open tray implant level impression with polyether
material. The strain in the implants as a result of cementing the frameworks was measured
through the use of measurement amplifier combined with analyzing software. Their results
showed that restorations fabricated on stereolithographic cast resulted in significantly less
strain.44 Another in vitro study by Chew et al. investigated the accuracy of conventional
impression vs digital impression with three IOS systems for a two-implant scenario.

45

They

also compared the effect of implant connection (bone level vs tissue level) on the accuracy. To
produce the digital impressions TRIOS, iTero and True Definition IOSs were used. For the
conventional impressions, the customized open tray splinted technique was used with
autopolymerizing acrylic and polyether material. The sample groups were compared to the
master cast by a coordinate measuring machine which showed the linear, global linear, angular
and absolute angular distortion. From their results the implant type (bone level vs tissue level)
and impression technique affected the 3-D accuracy. For bone level group the conventional
impressions were significantly more accurate than the digital impressions. For tissue level
impressions there was no significant difference between different impression techniques.45
Chia et al. investigated in vitro the 3-D accuracy of conventional impressions to digital
impressions with TRIOS IOS and scan-bodies on bone level (Straumann) implants.

45

Their

research included three master casts with different implant bucco-lingual angulations of 0, 10
and 20 degrees. The conventional impression groups were generated with the open tray splinted
technique and polyether impression material. The digital groups were produced by torqueing
the scan-bodies to 15Ncm with precision torque controller then scanned with TRIOS IOS. The
deviation between the master casts and conventional groups were measured with a CMM in
three orthogonal planes. Using 1 mm diameter tip ruby probe, six probe hits were made in the
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implant-implant analog platform. Two sets of 5 hits were performed in two levels that were
1.5mm from the implant-implant analogue platform. Utilizing CMM software the coordinations of implants were measured for all master casts and conventional groups. As for the
digital groups, Standard tessellation language (STL) files were extracted from TRIOS software
and imported into PC-DMIS program where the same process of co-ordination measurement in
three planes was performed virtually. Their results showed that the impression technique
affected the 3-D distortion of the final result. It also showed that angled implants could result in
similar distortion for all the groups and as the inter-implant angle increases so does the
distortion.46
In regards to the accuracy of digital vs conventional implant impressions for fully
edentulous patients, an in-vitro study by Papaspyridakos et al. investigated the accuracy of
digital and conventional impressions of a complete edentulous arch with five implants.

47

The

conventional impression was categorized into four groups: 1) Splinted implant level 2) Nonsplinted implant level 3) Splinted abutment level 4) Non-splinted abutment level. The authors
concluded that to achieve an accurate conventional full-arch implant impression, it is important
to splint the impression copings. The results also indicated that abutment-level impression is
more accurate than fixture-level impression. The digital impressions achieved a similar level of
accuracy to the splinted conventional impressions.47 In an in vitro study the authors investigated
the accuracy of digital impression for edentulous maxilla with six implants in varying
angulations and depth.

48

Four calibrated operators with varying experience took five full arch

scans with True Definition IOS and PEEK scan bodies. The measurement of implant position in
the master cast was performed with coordinated measuring machine of 1.9micron accuracy.
Implant number 15 was used as reference to compare the reading between master cast and
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digital groups. The results demonstrated that the True Definition scanner could provide
acceptable digital impression of edentulous maxilla with implants. The 3-D accuracy of the
obtained impression was influenced by number of factors, which include observer experience,
scanning protocol, length, and visibility of scan body.48
Other studies have compared the impact of the use of different intraoral scanners on the
accuracy of implant impressions.49,50 In one study, the author compared the accuracy of four
intraoral scanners by taking digital impressions of an edentulous arch restored with six
implants. The control was scans from a highly accurate laboratory scanner and the test groups
were generated from four IOSs (Lava C.O.S., 3M True Definition, CEREC Omnicam and
3Shape TRIOS).

49

Trueness and precision were compared between the four groups and the

control through the use of Geomagic software. The authors concluded that two IOSs (True
Definition and TRIOS) achieved high level of accuracy for full-arch implant impressions. The
Omnicam and Lava C.O.S. resulted in statistically significant less accurate impressions.50
Another in vitro study by Amin et al. compared the accuracy of full-arch conventional implant
impressions and digital impressions through the use of two different IOSs.

50

They used a

PMMA model of mandibular edentulous arch with five bone level internal connection implants.
The right terminal implant was angled 10 degrees and left terminal implant was angled 15
degrees to the three central implants, which were parallel to each other. CEREC Omnicam and
3M True Definition IOS were used to produce STL files of polymer scan bodies on the
implants. These STL files were compared to STL files of conventional group produced by
custom open tray with splinted impression copings and polyether impression materials digitized
through lab scanner. Their results demonstrated that digital impressions were consistently more
accurate than splinted open-tray conventional impressions.51
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Prototyping
In implant prosthodontics, the clinician can either take a conventional impression and
fabricate a physical master cast or take a digital impression. The digital impression will create
an STL file that can be used in either a digital or conventional workflow for the fabrication of
the final implant prosthesis. Digital impressions are acquired by the use of an intraoral optical
scanner (IOS) to produce a standard tessellation language (STL) file. This STL file is used to
generate either a physical cast (stereolithography, printing, milling) or a digital cast for a
complete digital workflow.
Different methods are available for fabrication of a cast from a STL file. These include
fused deposition modeling (FDM), stereolithography (SLA), selective elective beam melting
(SEBM), and inkjet printing.52 The 3-D accuracy of the casts and the surface roughness varies
between the different printing techniques, and the manufacturers are continually improving the
technology.52 The existing literature reports that both SLA and inkjet printing offer
precision.52,53 The layer thickness of SLA printing has been reported to be 0.05mm.53 Similarly,
inkjet printing has demonstrated layer thickness of 0.013mm with 0.09mm for the binder.53 On
the other hand, conventional stone casts can be as accurate as 0.01mm.5 The current regulations
allow the use of gypsum products that offer a minimum accuracy of 0.05mm.5
The evolving field of digital technology and 3-D printing encouraged researchers to
investigate the accuracy of dental casts generated from digital impressions. In regards to 3-D
printing dental casts of fully dentate arch, in an in-vitro study Cho et al. compared the accuracy
of stone casts from conventional impression to printed cast from IOS impression of fully
dentate maxillary typodont with no implants.54 The authors reported statistically significant
difference of the overall area for printed casts in terms of accuracy and reproducibility.54 In
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another in vitro study, Lee et al. compared the accuracy of conventional impression to milled
dental cast from iTero IOS. Their aim was to measure the volumetric deviation of test groups to
the reference cast which included teeth and implant. The results showed that both groups
deviated from the reference cast in terms of fossa and vertical implant position.55
In regards to using the printing and milling technology for partially edentulous scenarios
with implants, the fabrication of single implant restoration from intraoral digital scans of the
arch with the milling of polyurethane cast has been illustrated by Lin et al.56 In an in vitro
study, the same authors investigated the accuracy of digital versus conventional flow when
restoring two implants with three-unit Fixed Dental Prosthesis (FDP) in a partially edentulous
mandible. The conventional impression was used to produce the stone casts while the digital
impression was milled into polyurethane casts. The two implants exhibited a divergent angle
that ranged from 0 to 45 degrees. The authors reported better 3-D accuracy as a result of the use
of the conventional techniques.57 In another in vitro study, the authors compared conventional
impressions and stone casts with digital impressions and printed casts indirectly by assessing
the fit of a 2-implant-supported three-unit FDP. Their results demonstrated that digital
impressions and printed casts were more precise and resulted in less strain in the prosthesis
framework. Nonetheless, the difference between the conventional and digital group was not
significant.44
Other authors compared in vivo the marginal fit of zirconia crowns produced from
conventional impressions vs digital intra oral scanner.57 The sample was limited to patients in
need for single crown in the molar area. After crown preparation for zirconia crown, a PVS
impression and intra oral scan with 3M True Definition was taken for the teeth. Zirconia crowns
were fabricated from the obtained impressions and intra oral evaluation with silicone replicas
13

was done. The results showed no significant difference between the two groups in term of
marginal fit. However, patient satisfaction was much higher for digital impression compared to
conventional impression.58
In an in vitro study, Koch et al. investigated the amount of error produced in digital
workflow from various steps including scanning, milling dental casts from the STL digital
datasets, and fabricating single implant restorations.59 Their results revealed that a cumulative
error could be observed throughout the procedure, including the milling of the cast.59 They
concluded that it was more accurate to fabricate the restoration from full digital workflow.59
Regardless of the continuous advancements that have been made, there is scarcity of
studies that have investigated the 3-D accuracy of physical casts produced from STL files (by
printing or milling). One in vitro study compared the accuracy of different impression
techniques and materials with the 3-D accuracy of different IOS (stitching and video
technology) in a fully dentate scenario.60 They concluded that the conventional method remains
superior to casts from prototyping as the latter resulted in an increased deviation and arch
compression.60 A second study compared the accuracy of stereolithography (SLA) casts and
milled casts from three IOS (stitching technology). They used a full arch polyurethane cast as
the master cast in this study. With the use of high resolution lab scanner the master cast was
scanned to produce control file. The master cast was also scanned with CEREC Bluecam, Lava
C.O.S. and iTero IOSs. The STL files from CEREC Bluecam and Lava C.O.S. were printed
through SLA technology, whereas the STL files from iTero were milled. All groups were
scanned with the lab scanner and the STL files were cropped to include the tooth portion only
up to the margin. The comparison of the different groups with the master cast was done by the
use of Geomagic Quality 2012 Software and best-fit match function. Their results showed that
14

printed casts had higher accuracy than milled casts but no comparison was made to
conventional casts.61

To the author’s knowledge, no comparative studies exist regarding the 3-D accuracy of
physical implant casts generated from digital impressions with different IOS systems compared
with stone casts generated from conventional splinted impressions for a partially edentulous
scenario. Therefore, it would be clinically beneficial to investigate the performance of the IOS
systems that are currently in use, such as Omnicam and True Definition, in terms of the 3-D
accuracy of the generated physical casts and to compare these with the stone casts from
conventional implant impressions for a partially edentulous arch.

Aim and Hypothesis
Aim:
The aim of this in vitro study was to investigate whether printed casts from two IOS
systems (Omnicam and True Definition) have better accuracy than stone casts from
conventional impressions for the scenario of a partially edentulous posterior mandible with two
implants.

Hypothesis:
The hypothesis was that printed casts from digital impressions with different IOS
systems have better 3-D accuracy compared to stone casts from conventional impressions for a
partially edentulous posterior mandible. The 3-D accuracy of the printed casts from the two IOS
systems would be the same.
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Materials and Methods
A partially edentulous mandibular cast was fabricated with two tissue-level internal
connection implants (Replace Select RP, Nobel Biocare) to simulate a clinical situation of a
partially edentulous posterior mandible to be restored with a 3-unit implant-supported FDP. The
two implants were not parallel to each other. One implant was parallel to the long axis of the
teeth in the arch while the second implant was at a 30-degree offset. The cast was fabricated in
clear acrylic resin (Figure 1) in a specialized facility (Model Plus Inc., Grayslake, IL). Due to
the use of clear acrylic resin, it was not possible to digitize this cast by digital scanning; hence,
a stone cast (Figure 2) was fabricated using light-cured resin (Triad TruTray, Dentsply), custom
open tray, and polyether impression material (Figure 3) (Impregum, 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN).
The open tray impression copings were splinted with urethane dimethacrylate-based visible
light-cured resin (triad gel) (Figure 4) before the impression was taken. Implant replicas were
attached to the impression copings, and the impression was poured with low expansion stone
(0.09%) type four (Resin Rock, Whipmix Corp., Louisville, KY). The stone cast was used as
the control (master cast) for the other three groups. Four locating notches were made on the cast
to standardize the process by which conventional impressions were taken. This stone cast
served as the master (control).

Group 1: Conventional open tray splinted implant level impression
Ten open tray splinted implant level impressions were taken with polyether impression
material (Impregum, 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN). To standardize the procedure, implant
impression copings were attached with urethane dimethacrylate-based visible light-cured resin
bars (triad gel) at standardized dimensions. This was achieved by filling drinking straws with
triad gel, light curing them, and allowing the gel to set for 24 hours before the procedure
(Figure 5). The bars were sectioned with thin discs and then attached to the impression copings
with a minimum amount of Triad gel (Figure 6). The open tray impression was taken with
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polyether impression material in the fabricated custom tray. The impression copings were then
screwed into the implant replicas, and the impression poured in type IV stone, which has low
expansion (0.09%) (Resin Rock, Whipmix Corp, Louisville, KY).

Group 2: Digital impressions with white light IOS (CEREC Omnicam; Sirona, Germany)
Scan bodies (NT Trading) were tightened to the Replace Select (Nobel Biocare)
implants on the master cast with 10Ncm (Figure 7). Ten digital impressions were taken with
CEREC Omnicam and exported as STL files. This process was repeated 10 times to produce 10
STL files from Omnicam.

Group 3:

Digital impressions with Active Wavefront Sampling technology IOS (True

Definition)
Scan bodies (NT Trading) were tightened to the Replace Select (Nobel Biocare)
implants on the master cast with 10Ncm (Figure 7). Ten digital impressions were taken with
True Definition scanner and exported as STL files. This process was repeated ten times to
produce ten STL files of True Definition.

Printing casts for groups 2 and 3
The STL files obtained from groups 2 and 3 were designed and printed in the Tufts Post
Graduate Prosthodontics Laboratory by one dental technician. All casts were printed in
polyurethane using the same printing machine (Varseo 3D printing system, BEGO, Germany),
which utilizes SLA technology and is reported to have 25 μm of resolution according to the
manufacturer (Figure 8). The implant replicas (NT Trading Digital Model Analog) were
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retrofitted into the printed casts so that they could be used as working casts from the digital
pathway (Figure 9).

ACCURACY COMPARISON PROCEDURES
Digitizing the casts from the three groups
Before any measurements were recorded, all casts were stored at room temperature for
one week. A high-resolution extra-oral reference scanner with 10μm accuracy (Activity 880
scanner; Smart Optics, Bochum, Germany) was calibrated according to manufacturer’s
instructions before digital scanning. This reference scanner was used to digitize the three test
groups (Figure 10). The 3-D transformation functionality of this scanner allows it to capture the
3-D position of implants. It utilizes a white light camera, which is capable of capturing multiple
pictures and transforming them into a 3-D image.
Scan bodies (NT Trading) were tightened with 10Ncm on the first test cast and then
scanned with the digital scanner. The scan bodies were transferred from the first cast to the
second cast for scanning. This process was repeated for all ten casts of the three groups (Figure
11).
To minimize the possible effect of scan bodies, the same scan bodies were transferred
from one implant in the first cast to the same implant in the other ten casts of each group in
order. An independent examiner labeled the casts with random numbers before digital scanning.
The numbering reference sheet was saved, and all scanning procedures were performed by the
same operator, who was blinded to the type of cast. The STL files that were produced were
compared to the master cast (Figure 12).
STL superimposition procedures
The STL dataset of each cast from the test groups were superimposed to the STL dataset
of the control (master cast) using inspection software (Figure 13) (Geomagic Control 2015, 3D
Systems). Geomagic software was utilized to calculate the difference between each cast through
the use of the root mean square (RMS) error.
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Power calculation:
The software package nQuery Advisor (version 7.0) was used to perform a power
calculation. Based on the findings of Marghalani62, a sample size of n=10 per group was
sufficient to achieve power greater than 99%, using a significance level of α = 0.05.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) were calculated for each group
(conventional, CEREC, True Definition). The data were normally distributed and the
comparison between the three groups was done via one-way ANOVA. Tukey’s HSD for posthoc comparisons was used to compare each group to the other. SPSS Version 22 was used in
the analysis.

Results
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics (mean ± standard deviation) for the three dental cast
groups. The conventional dental cast group had the lowest mean value (53.49 ± 9.47µm),
followed by the Omnicam dental cast group (108.09 ± 9.59µm). The True Definition dental cast
group had the highest mean value (120.39 ± 5.91µm).
Figure 14 shows side-by-side boxplots of the Root Mean Square values of the three
groups. The conventional dental cast group had a minimum of 39.41µm and a maximum of
72.82µm. The True Definition dental cast group had a minimum of 110.37µm and a maximum
of 131.25µm. The Omnicam dental cast group had a minimum of 94.43µm and a maximum of
130.12µm.
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The Shapiro-Wilk test showed no evidence of non-normality (p > 0.05 for each group)
and Levene’s test showed no evidence of heterogeneity of variance (p = 0.518). The one-way
ANOVA demonstrated a statistically significant difference (p < 0.001). Tukey’s HSD showed
statistically significant differences between all groups: for the comparison of True Definition
and Omnicam, the p-value was 0.009, and the p-values of the other post-hoc tests were < 0.001.

Discussion
In the present in-vitro study, there was a significant difference in terms of accuracy
between conventional stone cast and printed cast generated from digital impressions for a
partially edentulous arch with two implant scenario. There was also a significant difference in
terms of 3-D accuracy between the printed casts from different IOS systems
The findings of this in vitro study show that the stone casts from the conventional
splinted implant impression technique had less 3-D deviations than the printed casts from the
digital impression technique. The mean value of deviations for conventional group was about
53.49 microns whereas for both printed groups it was more than double. The recorded mean
value for CEREC Omnicam IOS was 108.09 microns and the mean value for True Definition
IOS was 120.39 microns. The difference in mean value of deviations between the two printed
cast groups was statistically significant.
Currently, there are no other studies that compare the accuracy of conventional casts
(for partially edentulous scenario with two implants) to printed casts. However, some studies
compared milled casts to conventional casts in terms of implant position accuracy. A study by
Lin et al. compared conventional casts to milled casts for partial edentulous with two implants
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in different angulations. They tested four clinical scenarios for implant angulation of 0, 15,30
and 45 degrees between implants. Their results showed that conventional casts were always
more accurate than milled casts. Milled casts showed less discrepancy with increased implant
angulation.57 Although this study used different prototyping technology for the production of
digital casts, the results were similar in detecting less discrepancy in conventional casts group.
In another study by Lee et al. they compared the accuracy of conventional cast for single
implant scenario to milled casts from i-Tero IOS with scan body of the same clinical scenario.
Lab scanner was used to digitize both groups to produce STL files that were imported into
Geomagic software for comparison and calculation of RMS error. Their results showed no
statistical significant difference in implant position in terms of horizontal displacement between
the two groups. However, when comparing the vertical displacement there was statistical
difference with -88 microns for conventional casts and 93 microns for milled casts. These
results cannot be directly compared to our study because of the difference in used prototyping
technology, but it shows that a specific pattern of displacement might be the source of deviation
in digitally produced implant casts. Another point is they had higher average displacement for
conventional group that can be due to the use of closed tray technique in their study.55 A third
in vitro study compared conventional cast to printed cast of partially edentulous mandible with
two implants in terms of strain produced from fabricated prosthesis. The implants utilized in
this study were internal connection with a Morse taper (Straumann tissue level) placed parallel
to each other. They used prefabricated abutments instead of scan bodies with Lava C.O.S IOS
to obtain STL files of printed group. The conventional group was produced by open tray
technique in custom tray and polyether impression material. The printed group was produced
from the obtained STL files and SLA printing technology. Zirconia FDPs were fabricated on
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both groups and the strain produced by each FDP was measured on patient cast with strain
gauge attachments. The results showed no statistical significant difference between the two
groups in term of generated strain. This result might indicate that the discrepancy we noticed in
our study between conventional and printed group might not have clinical significance.
Nonetheless, major differences exist between the two studies such as the angulation of implants
and not using scan bodies in their study that makes it difficult to apply their results in our
study.44 Other studies that investigated fully dentate clinical scenarios showed a higher
accuracy for conventional casts compared to printed casts60 and higher accuracy of printed casts
over milled casts.61
The comparison between the accuracy of the three groups and control cast was done by
superimposition in Geomagic software. This method was described by multiple previous
articles to calculate the 3-D deviations between two items in terms of RMS error in
micrometers. 57,61,63 The Geomagic software allowed the superimposition of the test STL files to
control cast STL file through best-fit match algorithm. Using this method of superimposition
can introduce inaccuracy due to the cancellation of the positive and negative deviations to each
other, which results in a reduced estimation of the actual deviation from the reference cast. To
eliminate this inaccuracy, root mean square error was used to calculate the 3-D deviation. The
discrepancy of implant position can result from shifting, rotation or tipping of the connection
platform of the transferred scan body. The shifting and rotation displacement in the scan body
connection platform will result in similar discrepancy for the whole scan body. On the other
hand, tipping of the scan body at the connection platform will result in more discrepancy at the
coronal portion of the scan body. The limitation of using RMS error for measuring the
discrepancy is the lack of details regarding the pattern of displacement. Other studies used
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coordinate measuring machine (CMM) to calculate the displacement between samples and
master cast in implant connection site.8 CMM method allows the identification of type, amount
and direction of displacement, however it can only be performed in specialized facility.
In this study, the master cast was constructed to resemble a common clinical scenario of
Kennedy class II mandibular arch restored with two implants. The first implant was parallel to
the long axis of the teeth but the second implant was at 30 degrees to the long axis of the teeth.
The reason for using this angle between the implants was the findings of other studies, which
demonstrated no statistically significant results when the angle is 20 degrees or less.6,30,47,57
The conventional group was produced by a protocol similar to other studies that
reported minimal discrepancy when using open custom tray splinted impression copings,
polyether impression materials and type IV low expansion stone.30 Nonetheless, the
discrepancy of conventional casts was slightly higher in this study with mean discrepancy of
53.49 µm compared to another study which reported mean discrepancy of 29.8 µm.63 This could
be due to various factors that include the technique of operator when placing and removing the
impression tray. When impression material engages undercuts in the arch and the teeth it can
affect the accuracy of impression that result in discrepancy of the produced cast. Another factor
is the difference in implants angulation and position between the two studies. In their study,
they placed both implants anterior and parallel to the teeth. In the present in vitro study, the
implants were placed distal to the teeth and at a 30 degrees angle to each other, which might
result in more discrepancy in the produced cast. A third factor is the use of different implants,
implant parts and scan bodies between the two studies which might have different machine
tolerance and result in different amount of discrepancy.
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Both printed cast groups demonstrated more deviations when compared to conventional
cast group. There are no available studies currently comparing the accuracy of printed cast to
conventional casts for a partially edentulous scenario with implants. One study evaluated the
strain produced by 3-units implant supported FDP on two parallel implants in partially
edentulous mandibles. The FDP was fabricated from both digital workflow with printed casts
and conventional workflow. Three groups were included in the study, the first group was
produced from IOS STL file, the second group produced from SLA printed cast and the third
from conventional cast. The STL files were obtained by IOS digital impression of partial
edentulous jaw with two prefabricated implant abutments. The results showed no significant
difference in produced strain between the groups which indicates possible comparable
discrepancy.44 The results of the previous study might indicate a minimal clinical effect of the
detected discrepancy found in our study between conventional casts and printed casts when the
implants are parallel. Further investigation will reveal the effect of this discrepancy on FDP
framework fit.
In this study two printed groups were included, one from Omnicam and the second from
True Definition. The results revealed a statistically significant difference between the two
groups with less discrepancy in Omnicam group. A previous study researched the difference in
accuracy between Omnicam and True Definition for the same clinical scenario. Although their
results showed less discrepancy for the Omnicam group compared to the True Definition group,
statistically there was no significant difference.62 This suggests that the accumulation of error
from one stage to the next does not have similar effect on all printed groups. In previous study
by Koch et al. they investigated the propagation of error in digital workflow from scanning to
milling of partial edentulous arch with single implant. Their results showed accumulation of
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error from one step to the next with greatest error when milling casts from STL files of IOS.
The authors concluded from their results the possibility of more accurate restoration if fully
digital workflow is utilized with no physical milled casts. These results might support the
accumulation of error that we noticed from IOS stage to the printing stage in the current
study.59 More research is needed to identify the influencing factors in this regard.
This in vitro study exhibited a number of limitations, which should be considered in
future research. Only one clinical scenario of implants numbers, position and angulation was
considered. Different implants angulation is identified as influencing factor in both
conventional and milled casts. The effect of implant angulation on printing is still not yet
investigated. Another possible influencing factor is the position of implants within the dental
arch. Studies for dentate scenarios showed more discrepancy towards the distal of the arch
compared to the mesial. These could be detrimental factors to the accuracy of printed implants
cast. In this study, we standardized the length of the scan bodies, further research is needed to
identify the effect of different scan body height and geometry on printed implants casts. In
terms of printing, the angulation of the prototype within the printing machine could affect the
implant position in the cast. A comparison of vertical, horizontal and oblique printing has not
yet been performed. In this study, all printing was standardized in horizontal direction.
The investigated clinical scenario in this study is very common and impacts a large
number of patients. Different approaches have been employed to address partial edentulism to
varying degrees of success, with dental implants being the most common treatment modality to
restore the missing teeth. To ensure an adequate longevity of the prosthesis and limit the risk of
mechanical and biological complications, the prosthesis must be fabricated from an accurate
master cast. A critical issue many practitioners encounter is achieving a passive fit of the
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implant prosthesis to a highly accurate master cast and, eventually, intraorally clinically.
Achieving absolute passive fit of implant-supported FDP is impossible due to the machining
tolerance of implant prosthetic components, among others. No consensus has yet been reached
on the clinically acceptable range of misfit for implant prosthesis; however, current literature
suggests this ranges from 59µm to 150µm.10-12
The accuracy of the implant master cast is affected by a plethora of factors.30 Some of
these factors are directly related to the implants whereas other factors are related to the final
impression and master cast fabrication. The introduction of digital scanning of implants and
prototyping of the master cast represents a promising step towards achieving more accurate
implant prostheses. This technology will reduce the effect of the operator technique in
achieving accurate impression. It will also eliminate the introduced error due to deformation of
impression before pouring or the dimensional changes of stone. The introduced discrepancy
will be predictable and consistently related to the accuracy of IOS and printing machine. The
findings of other studies regarding accuracy of IOS of implant impression demonstrated
acceptable accuracy. In our study the accuracy of printed casts was investigated and almost
double the discrepancy was detected compared to conventional casts. No studies are available at
the moment to indicate the amount of framework misfit as a result of deviations in master cast.
Hence, the deviations detected in the printed casts might still be within the acceptable range for
clinical use. This can be confirmed by fabricating implant framework and measuring the actual
misfit due to this deviation.
When designing a single unit or a short-span screw retained implant fixed prosthesis,
CAD/CAM technology offers the possibility for a complete digital workflow. This technique is
limited to a milled implant prosthesis that will be cemented to titanium insert with resin cement
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before delivery. It is well documented for single crowns

64,65

It can also be used for short-span

3-unit FDPs. The milled superstructure is cemented to a titanium insert (Ti-base) on a verified
master cast and the whole assembly is screw retained to the implant level. During a complete
digital workflow, the cast is not necessary since the superstructure and the Ti-base can be
cemented without a cast or even intraorally.66 The new proposed method eliminates the effect
of minor cast inaccuracies by cementing the prosthesis to one Ti-base on the master cast and the
second intra-orally. Further research is needed to evaluate the outcome and the amount of
tolerable deviation of implant position by this technique.
Future research should investigate different aspects of the effect of digital workflow on
accuracy of printed implant cast. The method of measurement should provide more details
regarding the displacement of implant platform. This will allow for improving the implant parts
or technique in order to reduce this discrepancy. The different angulation of implants mesiodistally and bucco-lingually must be researched thoroughly to detect its effect on the produced
printed cast. Another area that needs investigation is comparing the different printing
technologies, printing design and printing direction. Limited research is available to compare
the effect of the various printing technology on the accuracy of the dental cast and implant
position. Additionally, different designs can be fabricated for printing like full arch versus
sectional arch or solid cast versus hollowed cast or arch form versus arch form with connector
bar. A final point regarding printing is the direction of printing; this can be horizontal, vertical
or at an angle. No research was conducted regarding all previous factors in printing technology.
Investigating all these factors might limit the introduced deviation in printed casts.
The 3-D implant deviations reported in the present study cannot be related directly to the
amount of misfit that would be observed in the FDP. Further research is warranted to identify
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the amount of misfit before utilizing the printed implant casts for fabrication of definitive
prosthesis. Little is known about the different factors affecting the accuracy of implant position
in printed casts. Future research should consider different clinical scenarios. The different
possible designs and printing settings must also be investigated to identify the ideal settings.

Conclusion
Within the limitations of this in vitro study, the following conclusions may be drawn:
1- Stone casts generated from conventional implant impression had less 3-D deviations
compared to printed casts from digital impressions for the present partially edentulous
scenario with two implants.
2- The printed casts from different IOS showed a statistically significant difference in
terms of implant 3-D deviations, thereby Omnicam demonstrated superior accuracy
compared to True Definition.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Tables
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of 3-D Deviation (µm) for the dental casts*
Dental Cast Type
Conventional Stone cast
True Definition printed cast

n
10
10

Mean
53.49
120.39

SD
9.47
5.91

Omnicam printed cast

10

108.09

9.59

* The one-way ANOVA comparing the groups was statistically significant (p < 0.001). All
post-hoc tests were statistically significant (p < 0.001 for Conventional vs. True Definition; p <
0.001 for Conventional vs. Omnicam; p = 0.009 for True Definition vs. Omnicam).

Appendix B: Figures

Figure 1 PMMA Cast of Partial Edentulous with 2 Nobel Replace implants
38

Figure 3 Master stone cast from the Cristal cast with 2 Nobel Replace implants

Figure 2 Custom tray fabricated with light cured triad resin

Figure 4 Splinting implant impression copings with prefabricated triad gel
39

Figure 5 Fabrication of Triad stick in Straw for implant impression copings splinting

Figure 6 Master cast with splinted implant impressions

Figure 7 Master cast with scan bodies for IOS groups
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Figure 8 Bego Varseo 3D printing system

Figure 9 Printed cast from IOS STL file with 2 Nobel Replace analogs

Figure 10 Laboratory dental scanner Activity 880
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Figure 11 Digitizing all Groups with scan bodies and Laboratory scanner

Figure 12 Geomagic superimposition of conventional sample to control

Figure 13 Geomagic superimposition of printed True Definition sample to control
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(µm)

Figure 14: Side-by-side boxplots of the three groups’ Root Mean
Square (µm) values.
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